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VECTORIZATIONOF ALGORITHMS
FOR SOLVING SYSTEHS OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

B. L. Buzbee
Computing Division

Los Alamos National L&boratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Today’s fastest computers achieve their highest level of per-
formance when processing vectors, Consequently, considerable ●ffort
has been spent in the past decade developing ●lgorithms that can be
expressed as operations on vectors, In this paper we define two
types of vector architecture. We discuss the variation of #perfor-
mance that can occur on a vector processor as a function o< algorithm
and implementation, the consequences of this variation., nnd the per-
formance of some basic ope?ators on the two classes of vector archi-
tecture. We also discuss the performance of higher level operators,
including some that should be ured with caution. Using both types of
operators, we discuss the implementation of techniques for solving
systems of difference ●quations. Included are fast Poisson solvers
and point, line, and conjuaate gradieht techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

To provide the arithmetic power required by large-scale nluneri-
cai simulations, the fastest computers today (for example, the Cray-1
and thu Cyber 205) incorporate vector processing. In such computers,
a vector ia an n-tuple of numbers systematically stored in memory,
Because these computers attain their hi8hest level of performance
when processing vectors, considerable ●ffor: has been spent in the
past decade dweloy:.n~ algorithms that can be ( ‘pressed as operations
on vectors.

In Section 11 of thic paper we define two types of vector archi-
tecture. We then discuss th~ ‘~ariation in performance that cnn occur
on a vector processor as a function of algorithm ●nd implem~.ntation,
the conaequencea of this variation, and the performance of some baaic
operators on the two c?.asaes of vector architecture. We also discuaa
the performance of some hisher level operators that shfuld be used
with caution. In Section 111 we review the implementation of tech-
niques for aolvin8 systems of difference ●quationm uain8 the opera-
tora diacusned in Section 11, Included ?tie Fast Poisson solvers ●nd
point, line, block, ●nd conjugant gr~dient schemes. in Section IV we
note some areaa of research.



11. VECTORPROCESSORS

Are Vector Algorithms Obsolete?

Recent developments have caused many people
Junction (JJ) technology will eliminat,~ the need

to ask if Josephson
for vector proces-

sors? Unfortunately, ~he answer is negative. Fi~ure 1 displays the
●xecution bandwidth in scalar mode of supercomput~rs for the past 30
years. (We define a sLpercomputer to be the fastest computer avail-

able at any point in time,) This data shows the diminishing growth
rate in scalar performance of supercomputers. It further suggests
that there is an upper bound on the scalar performance of computers
and this data is consistent with projected scalar performance of com-
puters built with JJ technology. For example, Robinson projects that
JJ technology will produce scalar processors with a cycle time of 2-5
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1 2
nanoseconds; Hatisoo projects 3 nanoseconds. Since JJ technology
will not be available until the late 1980’s, it does not provide a
quantum jump in performance relative to Fig. 1. Further, because
some calculations require a two order of magnitude increase in per-
formance over the Cray-1,

3 JJ technology will not provide scalar pro-
cessors with processing power sufficient for future needs, Provision
of that power will probably require incorporation of JJ technology
into vector processors, and perhaps multiple vector processors. Thus
we ●nticipate a continuing need for, arid interest in, algorithms that
csn ●xploit vector and multiprocessing capability.

*! of vector processors ‘n Al~o.4YK

Performance on a vector process~r can very widely as a f(il)~t.lolt

of algorithm and implementation. For ●xample, wherl solving drnsr
linear systems of equations, Cray-1 performance varies as follows.

Mode of Implementatio~ Performance Le\’el

Scalar Fortran 2-6 megaflopsa
Vector Fortran 2-30 megaflops
Vector Assembly Language 2-120 megaflops

amegaflop = one million floating point operations
per second.

As we will see, the consequences of this variation are suilstantial,
because on any comput~r

Execution T~.me ❑ N$’T ,

whtre N is Lhe
operation.

On scalar
throughout the

number of operations ●nd T is the avera~e time per

computers there ib little variation in ‘f’, Thus ,
age of ●lectronic comput~tion, we have focused on

minimizing N, i,e,, optimal comple~i~y, Tt,ere is a large vari~tio:l
in T on vector proc~ssors, !WOin devising vector algorithms wc must
minimize the product N$~T, Conseqwntly, we may find it desirable to
use a18crithms that are nonopt{mal in complexi ty4,~rovidcd we can do
the ●dditional work at ● sufficiently high rat~, For ●xamplt’, a
numerical simulation at Los Alamos requires the complimentary •r~’or
to be ●valuated million~ of tim~s, This function can be nicely ap-
proximated by the inverse of ● sixth d?~ree polynomial rnised co thr
fourth power, Direct ●valuation of thl,s approximation on ● scalar
computer ●ncompasses tianificant ●mount~ of arithmetic operation.
On ocalar computers, it ia tabulated and thr function is evaluated
through interpolation on thnl, table, l’hia results in a small number
of arithmetic operations but requires table lookup, On a vector pro-
cessor, table lookup iB relatively slow, and the faster thing to do
iR to ●valuate tl.e polynomial approximation; namrly, although N ia
large, N’~Tis nmall.



The class of algorithms that minimizes N-~’Tis probably larger
than the class that minimizes N, Thus, we have a larger “forest” in
which to seek algorithms. However, care must be exercised. A con-
sistent algorithm is defined to be one that is optimal in ●rithmetic
complexity, A little thought shows that for sufficiently large prob-
lems a consistent algorithm will always outperform an inconsistent
algorithm, irrespective of the mode of implementation and computer
architecture. Also, given two consistent algorithms on a vector pro-
cessor, we cannot settle their performance by studying the coeffi-
cients of the low-order term in their complexity. The question is
which one produces the smaller execution time as a function of vector
length. Because of the variation in vector processor performance as
a function of vector length and mode of implementation, we ofLen en-
counter polyalgorithmic software on vector processors,

~ector Architectures

Although a satisfactory taxonomy for vector architectures is yet
to be devised, we define two cl~ssss of vector architecture: memory-
to-memory (MM) and register-to-register (RR),

NM ARCHITECTURE. Typically, for an tffl architecture to achieve
its highest level of performance, it must process algorithms that
eatisfy the following boundary conditions:

● Operand and result vectors must be stored contiguously in
memory; that is , successive elements of the vector must be
stored in adjacent memory lucations,

● Vectors must be long.

Examples of ti?l architecture ● re the C!?C 7600 when processing v~ctors
from large-core memory, the Texas Instruments ASC, and the CDC Cyber
200 aeriesi

RR ARCHITECTURE. RR architecture typically involves some sort
of cache between memory ●nd the processing units, with arithmetic
operations bein8 performed on contents of the cache. These proces-
sors achieve their highest level of performanc~ when processing algo-
rith,mu that sstisfy the following condition:

● Data memory between memory and th~ cache is r~nimizrd.
● Parallel execution of the functional units is maximized.

Uxamples of thio ●rchitecture are the 120B ●rray processor of Floiit-

inu Point Systems ●nd the Cray-1 of Cray Research, Inc.

Bb8ic Op●raters

The following basic operators ● re avtilable in ●ith?r hardware
or rnoftware for tUl snd RR architecture,

1, Vertor Diadict
2. Inner Product



3. tlatrix Hultiply
4. Polynomial Evaluation

A discussion of matrix multiply
chitecture can be found in Ref.
performance operation on vector
for ●xample,

1. ● \

(*d1~:2B*.)x
\ “/

and polynomial ●valuation for RR ar-
6. tlatrix multiplication is 8 hi8h-
processors ●ven for banded matrices;

‘d@X+d xi ,2 0
(1)

where ~ is the vector x with the first element deleted.
7 The follow-

ing high-level operators also perform well on both architectures,

o Single FFT. 5,8

0 Families of l’near system solvers; for example, FFTs
h

5,8 and

tridia80nals.
6,9

0 Banded system solv~rs,

We have distinguished families of FFTs from a single FFI because the
performance for a family is si8nificant]y ili8her than for a single
FFT .

“Judicious Use” Operators

The following operators should be used uith caution on ●ither

architecture:

RelurB~ons
Table lookup
Conditional
One-to-many mappings
tlany-to-one mappin8s

Caution is required with these operators b~cause their overall per-
formance on a vector proces~or will be poor if th~y are not combined
with a sufficient ●mount of arithmetic. Included in recursions is
the solution of a single tridiagona ~,!tistcm, which generally does not
perform well on a ver”.or proceaaorl Table lookup has implica-
tions for ●daptiv~ procedures. Poor performance of conditional~ im-
plies that we must foleuo our frequently used pointwise convergence
tent. See Ref. 11 far ● diecumsion of programing considerations in
the uae of ● vector proceasoro

111. IIIPLEHENTINGTECHNIQUESFOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEtlS

In this cection we discuss the implementation of cl~otes of
techniques for ●lliptic problems usint tne ●forementioned operators.



A similar discussion was given by Ortega and Voight.
12

Point Schemes

Point Jacobi schemes are attractive on ●ither class of architec-
ture because they are implementable by vector dia ~~cs >nd banded-
matrix multiply operators involving long vectors. 14 .hese advantages
have prompted renewed interest in these techniques with an objec-
tive of producing Jacobi techniques with attractive convergence
rates.

Point successive overrelaxation schemes can be implemented on
●ither architecture with wave franting on a natuial ordering or by
checkerboard ordering. Wave fronting involves processing the mesh by
diagonals. Because vectors must be stored contiguously on HM archi-
tectures, this is not an attractive alternative on them. It is
feasible on RR architecture. Using the checkerboard ordering, imple-
mentation on ●ither architecture is f

~5~~e1eI~ff~~~o~~dt~~~ ~~~~fgridpoints are stored as separate arrays.
schemes nre implementable on either ciass of architecture. Of
course, these techniques involve one-to-many and many-to-one n~ap-
pings. These mappings occur in families and can be vectorizrd.

Line Schemes

Line relaxation schemes are implementable by using operators for
solving families of tridiagonal systems combined with nn odcifeven
ordering of lines. Alternating direction schemes ar~ implementable
using operators for solving families of tridiagonals, In the latter
case some care must be used on Iftl ●rchitecture to produce vectors
contiguously stored in memory. For ●xampl~, Gaussian ●lamination can
be used in one coordinate direction and odd-eyyn reduction in the
other to produce contiguously stored vectors. On RR architecture,
line schemes ● re “~grlly implemented in Fortran and achieve hi~h rates
af vectorization.

Conjugant GradienJ Schemes

Conjuganl gradient techniques can be implemented on v?rtor pro-
cessors using ●ny of the previously discusstd schemes as the approxi-
mate factorization Also, incomplete Cholesky vectorization can be
implemented on ●ith~r clash of ● r f~it~ctu:e, On Hll architecture

‘old-even ‘eduction has been ‘f!d’
and on RR architecture a variaf~t

of block ●lamination is used,

Fast Poiuson Solvers

Faat Poia~on solvers are impl~mentabie on both KM●nd RR archi-
tectures by using operators to perform families of FFTs and to solve
familiea of trid~agonala. On FOl ●rchitecture, some care is required
to ●nsure that the vectors manipulated ● re st~~rd contiuuou
storaue. Workers in this field include Buzbee ●nd Ra~c1c2~y ‘n



Iv. RESEARCHISSUES

We noted th~t matrix multiplication is an ●fficient operator on
vector processors even in the banded case because the operator can be
●xpressed in terms of vector diadics on the diagonals of the matrix.
This raises the question of whether we can solve linear systems of
●quations by manipul~~ing diagonals, Such an algorithm exists fOr
tridia~orral systems, but not for the general Landed case. If
●vailable, such techniques would be attractiv~, especiall;~ on tl?l
architecture.

Three-dimensional problems are occurrin8 with increasirlg fre-
quency. Typically, the associated mesh is held in secondary stora8e
of some sort, with the result that overall execution time is a func-
tion of how often the mesh must be transmitted to and from the cen-
tral processor. This suggests develop,lent of techniques that minim-
ize the number of iterations, perhaps at the expense of additional
arithmetic operations.
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